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This research program was directed toward the demonstration of feasibility for a new

type of spectral hole burning that would use nonlinear four wave mixing to generate an

excited state population. Upon relaxation, the excited population would benerate a spectral

hole through the generation of phonons interacting with the local environment of the surrounding

glass. The key advantage to this approach would be the tremendous increase in information

density achievable with four wave mixing because all of the intermediate resonances would

also be accessed in the four wave mixing. Since each intermediate level would have an

inhomogeneous envelope that did not correlate with the broadening parameters of other

transitions, each intermediate level could be used as a label for the information storage.

The first part of the research project involved a search for a suitable host material and

an active chromophore in which to attempt the nonlinear hole burning. A number of dopant
molecules were tried although we concentrated on porphine ring materials where hole burning

has been observed commonly. These included free base porphine, phthalocyanine, porphine,

octaethylporphine, tetraphenylporphine, pentacene, and perylene. The host materials included

methyl tetrahydrofuran, n-octane, benzoic acid, polymethyl methacrylate, and o-terphenyl.

The experiments involved identifying the vibrational, electronic and vibronic levels that would

be accessed in the four wave mixing by using fluorescence line narrowing techniques, measuri .g

the hole burning efficiency, and performing four wave mixing experiments in the materials.

Although our initial studies were discouraging, the latest studies in fact identified an

excellent candidate system - polymethyl methacrylate doped with either pentacene or

phthalocyanne.

There were also a number of experimental difficulties that had to be addressed in the

research. The major difficulty was to have a reliable way to identify the position of the

laser wavelengths during a spectral scan. In all of our experiments, two lasers had to be

scanned in synchronization with each other so that intermediate resonances were not lost

during the scan. Since the resonances were very sharp, the synchronization had to be

excellent. We found that mechanical tolerances were not sufficient to maintain the

necessary synchronization and that the wavelength needed to be monitored interferometrically.

A Fizeau interferometer was used to determine the lasers' wavelength accurately. With this

approach, we found that reliable and high quality four wave mixing scans could be acquired.

We have found that holes could be burned in PMMA with a very high efficiency as

evidenced by the rapid loss of signal when lasers were resonant with the transition.

In order to measure and characterize the holes, it was necessary to perform spectral scans
ai-,oss them. Here we ran into another problem since the hole burning was so efficient.

As the spectral scans were performed, new holes were burned that interfered with the
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hole already created. The efficiency is so high that one could not read out the hole with a

fast enough scan or with a low enough intensity. For this reason, we began the development

of a new approach to measuring hole burning.

If all of the lasers are scanned so they are constantly accessing new sites, the hole

burning can be distributed across the entire inhomogeneous line with a distribution that

depends upon the rate of scanning. Two lasers are scanned slowly in synchronization so that

a set of sites with a common vibrational level are accessed. In order to obtain information

about the sites, a third laser is also scanned but at a more rapid rate. This laser will

preferentially pick out the resonances associated with the sites that are resonant with the

first two lasers. Sites with deep holes will appear during the scans because they will have a

much larger population de, letton than the sites resonant only briefly during the scan.

The contrast level between the sites is selectable by the scan rate of the first two lasers.

This approach is a very new one for the field of hole burning. It opens the possibility for

information storage in a series of holes that are determined by the rate of scanning used to

burn the holes that are determined by the rate of scanning used to burn the holes in the

first place. The technique is being tested using fluorescence line narrowing techniques

and has worked as expected. A publication is anticipated on this new technique in the not-

too-distant future. We are optimistic that the use of the same technique with four wave

mixing will demonstrate the presence of hole burning with nonlinear spectroscopy.
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